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1. Vision
There are many people spending a vast amount of their time on games in various ways and situations in modern days. It is no longer an extraordinary scene
where people play mobile games in bed or friends get together to play console
games.
Despite the growth and the general expansion of the overall game industry, not
all game companies are doing well. With an intense competition, the average
lifecycle of a game is decreasing, and the cost of marketing and using various
platforms are skyrocketing. This is becoming a big burden to game companies.
Because of this problem, game companies end up charging the users excessively, which means the burden is passed straight on to the users. This phenomenon that is not user-friendly can speed up the users’ fatigue, which results
in reducing the lifecycles of the game. To make it worse, with hundreds of
games overflowing daily, users constantly discover new games. They feel bad
about leaving game money and goods in which they have invested significant
time and effort in. Because users constantly leave, the game companies experience hardships once again. This becomes a vicious cycle.
‘TOROCUS’ is a platform designed to solve these problems and risks.
This platform does not only provide games, but also a messenger function so
the users can communicate, and a shopping mall function where they can
trade items. By providing the payment system, it builds connections between
platforms and users, and between online and offline. TOROCUS also uses NFT
technology to build a system where users can be rewarded for their efforts, by
storing the values of goods acquired in games or content provided by the platform. The TOROCUS system reduces the costs by eliminating intermediaries of
goods transaction and payment systems. It allows network players, game
companies and users, to share the profits from it to provide benefits to the
entire system.
Holders participating in the TOROCUS ecosystem are provided with the same
service on the same line regardless of the number of coins, and all transactions
are transparently disclosed to the holders. We plan to create a “horizontal and
transparent relationship” between users and the platform, which is the value
and philosophy of TOROCUS, by creating a transparent ecosystem for communication through these fair transactions where all platform participants can
trust each other.
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2. Business Background
2-1. Blockchain Game
1) Market size of the gaming industry
The global gaming market was valued at $174.9 billion(approx. KRW 197 trillion)
in 2020. This is an increase of 19.6% compared to the previous year. COVID-19
seems to be the main cause of this growth rate. During the pandemic, the
game industry achieved unprecedented growth by providing entertainment to
people and becoming a channel for building relationships. The remarkable
thing is that there was an unrivaled increase in demand for interactive games
and the growth of the mobile game market.
This shows that users are not only expecting to play games when the play, but
also use games as a channel for communication.
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2) Limitations of the game market – User’s side
Ownership of digital assets in game
Most games provide their services for free, but they make the users pay or put
a lot of efforts and time in order to acquire certain contents or digital assets.
This increases DAU (Daily Active Users) and in-game dwell time. However,
user's characters and all the other digital assets bought in the game only
belongs to the game and exist only as data that cannot be used outside the
game.
With most of the existing games, users cannot trade their items and accounts,
in which they have invested a good amount of time and effort. Due to the terms
and conditions and in-game policies, most of the games prevent users from
trading items between them, even if they were used for betting or dividends in
the game, or were items obtained accidentally. Because of these reasons,
users often trade their accounts implicitly through private communities and
brokers to trade digital assets in the game.
This is very risky. Since trading digital assets is considered illegal according to
the in-game terms and conditions, game company is not responsible for any
problems that arise from the trade. There has been cases where sellers have
sent their items or account information but the buyers do not send money or
even falsely report that the transaction is incomplete, or sellers do not send
digital assets or account information even when the buyers have already sent
the money. There has also been cases where sellers send different digital
assets from the ones they are paid for. Some scammers even abuse the bugs
or impersonate the in-game operators to cause damage.
The unfairness due to centralization of games
Most of the games are designed to induce competition among the game users
and for them to devote more time in them.
However, there are frequent cases where good and honest game users experience an unfair and negative user experience. For example, game operators or
specific users maliciously create and copy high-quality items that destroy the
order to gain an edge in the game's competitive system or manipulate the
probability of acquiring certain digital assets.
Even though the items in the games are virtual goods that only exist digitally,
they have been given realistic values since they are traded in cash according
to the demand.
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Cash transactions are conducted through some centralized brokerage services such as OPSKINS, GAMEFLIP, Item Mania, and Item Bay. These brokerage services charge a fairly high fee to the users, which can range from as little as 2.5%
to as high as 13%, depending on the broker. Nevertheless, the inconvenience of
cash transactions and the fear of the transaction fraud becomes the barriers to
ensure that these virtual goods have full value in reality. Also, the values of
in-game goods is determined and managed by the game company. This
means, the in-game goods that exist only as simple data can be easily manipulated by the operators, and because they are centrally managed, they are
also vulnerable to hacking, which means it’s difficult for the goods to have true
value in reality.
3) Limitations of the game market – Developer’s side
Increase in game production and marketing costs
As the competition in the game market is getting more intensive and users'
expectations are also rising, the scale and quality of games are also increasing
accordingly. Since the production cost for games continues to rise, and the
competitions between the game companies stay intense, high cost for production and marketing is inevitable. Recently, it is common to start an aggressive marketing even before a game is released, and the size of it also has
increased about ten times more compared to the past. It has become
common to spend tens of billions of won to produce a game, and with the marketing costs mentioned above, the total cost may reach two to three times the
cost of the pure production alone.
Difficulties entering the blockchain game market
Game developers are highly interested in blockchain technology, which is new,
reliable, and can provide fair game system to the users. However, applying
blockchain technology to their games requires investing extra resources for
training or hiring new developers. Executives in the company also have to invest
fair amount of time and money to acquire knowledge and know-how related to
blockchain technology, apply the optimal method, and make decisions that
accompany it. Implementation of current blockchain technology is difficult and
expensive. This becomes a big burden to small and medium-sized game
developers.
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High platform fees
Valve's Steam, Google's Play Store, and Apple's App Store currently have a huge
influence on platform services, and they are using this to set high fees of up to
30% of game company sales. In the early days, these platform services were
considered useful as a promotional channel for game companies. However,
with the increase in the number of competitors on the platform today, the competition intensifies, and the promotional effect is decreased, resulting in an
unreasonable promotion fee for a little effect. Due to the income imbalance
inevitably generated from limited game users, efforts to get game users to
spend more money on games are intensifying than efforts to make games with
original fun with their creative ideas. It is not possible to focus on what is said to
be a proven profit model, such as digital asset draw (Gacha system), and this
is a problem that is constantly debated among both small and medium-sized
game developers. There are still passionate game developers who are focusing on ideas to provide the original fun of the game.
These game developers will also need a new market and ecosystem that will
allow them to earn more than in-game advertising revenue.
4) Reasons for introducing blockchain technology
Blockchain games will never disappear.
Torocus is paying attention to blockchain because we believe that the future of
the game industry lies in blockchain. There are many reasons, but the most
notable one is its 'permanence'. Blockchain games are stored in a distributed
network database (DB) rather than the developer's central DB. In other words,
blockchain games will not disappear. Characters and items in the game will
also exist forever as long as there is a node that operates the network. These
characteristics can solve the problems that have been considered a problem
in the game industry. From the user's point of view, unless the permanence of
the game is guaranteed, there is no choice but to feel insecure about losing the
assets in the game at any time. However, games to which blockchain technology is applied can be used to alleviate users' concerns to a large extent since
the assets in the game can still be used even if the developer terminates the
service.
Blockchain games return sovereignty to users
Blockchain technology allows users to directly control their characters and
virtual assets, which were only pixels stored in the central DB. Also, the sovereignty of the ecosystem is returned to the game community by providing governance so that users can directly participate in important decisions in the
game.
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The sovereignty of items returning to the user means that the in-game ecosystem that users have formed is not influenced by the developer. Until now, most
games have invaded data privacy for the benefit of the developer, not the user.
If the game is ‘on-chain’, users can directly participate in online economy and
governance model.
Blockchain makes the virtual economy a reality
Experts predict that if users take the lead in trading virtual assets in the game,
item transactions between users, which have been done secretly in the past,
will come up in a positive light. In reality, as confirmed in cases such as PlayDapp, P2P transactions between users of NFT (non-fungible token)ized game
items are gradually being activated. Economic activities that used to take
place in the virtual space within the game will be connected with reality by
exchanging cryptocurrency acquired through item trading or various activities
within the game for spot currency at an exchange, or using it for payment at
shopping malls, etc.
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2-2. BlockChain Messenger
1) Messenger activation status
Messenger is the most basic and popular service installed on all smartphones.
Because instant communication and information sharing functions are available for free anywhere in the world, most people are using messenger services
every moment. Especially in a situation where non-face-to-face culture is critical due to COVID-19, messengers are playing more important roles as a channel of communication. Messenger has infinite scalability.
Recently, messengers that can exchange information in real-time have begun
to absorb the “community”. In fact, there are over 2.5 million new group conversations a day on Facebook Messenger, and close to millions of community-type group conversations with more than 30,000 people on Telegram Messenger. Also, the 80 million users participating in Telegram's group conversations generate 30 billion views each month.
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2) The need to adopt Torocus messenger
From a lone game to communicating game
There are many factors that keep the users playing, but among those factors,
the formation of a community among users is seen as one of the most important roles. However, it is difficult to maintain communication between the users
when the game ends, due to spatial restrictions. However, if the platform provides a messenger for user-to-user communication, users of the community
once formed will always be able to communicate with each other. Furthermore,
it is possible to enjoy various games provided by the platform together, rather
than simply playing one game as a group, which means that social relationships are formed through messengers.
Easy asset transfer
It is possible to easily transfer assets between users while communicating, by
creating a chat room in the messenger. By creating a chat room, it accurately
recognizes the person you want to send and transfers the token, allowing
error-free transfer without copying complex cryptocurrency wallet addresses
or using QR codes.
P2P item trade through messenger
Another advantage of messenger is that it is possible to trade items between
users without going through the platform's marketplace. If there are items that
are shared between the games, users can freely trade items in the messenger
without using a centralized intermediary system, and even P2P payments are
possible through supported cryptocurrencies.

2-3. Development direction
TOROCUS is deeply aware of the problems of the current game market, and has
been striving to develop technologies and implement products to solve the
problems mentioned above. Through blockchain technology, a competitive
system will be provided between users, such as leaderboards, achievements,
and challenges, that game users could not find in 'games with a centralized
game server' or 'client-type games without a game server', adding value to the
player's gameplay. Besides, the premium digital assets of game users will not
only exist on a centralized server, but will be recorded on the public blockchain
to be valued and become unique. Through this, game users will have true ownership of digital assets and carry out safe transactions with other users through
messengers.
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3. Torocus Blockchain
3-1. Why Blockchain?
Since the advent of Bitcoin, the world's first cryptocurrency in 2009, about 5,516
cryptocurrencies are currently in circulation around the world. Bitcoin is an
example of blockchain applied to money and finance. Cryptocurrency enables
transactions between network participants without a notarized transaction
intermediary based on the values of decentralization pursued by blockchain.
Blockchain refers to a 'digital ledger in which transaction information that
occurs in a public or private network is encrypted and shared among network
participants'. Blockchain is a technology that records and manages transactions in blocks by distributing them through a P2P network without a central
authority. It can prevent forgery and falsification of information by verifying
validity in the process of linking blocks, which are information storage units in
the order of which they were created. Forgery or falsification is impossible
because it is necessary to hack the information of a majority of participants
and forge/falsify all subsequent blocks to manipulate information in the blockchain. Information integrity is maintained by making it impossible for nodes to
arbitrarily manipulate information with the feature that when one transaction
information constituting a block is changed, the entire blockchain hash value is
changed. It also neutralizes external hacking attempts targeting a specific
node and prepares for the risk of a “single point of failure” in which the entire
system is disrupted with complete information sharing through P2P networks.
In other words, the core value of blockchain technology is the establishment of
a P2P trust network without intermediaries, and it is a technology that is continuously developing.

기본 중앙집중형 금융거래
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3-2. Blockchain market size
The size of the blockchain technology market is expected to reach $21 billion by
2025, growing by nearly 40% annually from $1.64 billion in 2017. Companies
around the world are accelerating this growth as they steadily increase their
investment in blockchain research and development. In particular, even in a
situation where the economic downturn is deepening due to the COVID-19,
some companies promoting blockchain projects are looking for investment
opportunities and adding market momentum. Small start-ups may be eliminated as large corporations are taking a strategy of preoccupying the market
with bold investments, but the overall industry can be seen as it has reached a
mature stage. Accordingly, the size and experience of a company is expected
to become a more critical factor in the survival of a company.
Expansion of technology R&D due to increased investment is expected to spur
industrial development as it leads to improved awareness and systems in the
public sector and government agencies. Blockchain technology is applied
mainly in BFSI (banking, financial services, insurance) and is also expected to
be actively used in manufacturing, medical care, wholesale and retail distribution, energy, and public sectors.
In particular, blockchain technology is highly likely to converge with core technologies that lead the 4th industrial revolution, such as artificial intelligence (AI)
and Internet of Things (IoT) in the future. In the era of the 4th industrial revolution, where the collection and operation of large-capacity data become
important, blockchain is expected to lead the expansion of the big data market
by strengthening individual control over individual data as well as data security.
Global Blockchain Technology Market Size, 2015 - 2025 (USS Million)
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Distribution
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출처: Industry Vertical, 2018

3-3. Overview of TOROCUS Blockchain configuration
TOROCUS is a service that provides a fair and reliable game competition
system and adds value to game users' play through blockchain technology.
The essence of 'service' that TOROCUS prioritizes is to provide a better user
experience and enjoy the game itself based on user friendliness, stability, and
expandability. We believe that it is most important to make blockchain games
enjoyable even if you do not have a deep understanding of blockchain technology and applications. To this end, we will implement a decentralized application (DAPP) service that operates on multiple blockchain protocols to provide a better user experience and allow more users to enjoy it without being
limited to a specific blockchain protocol.
TOROCUS is designed to provide fair and reasonable benefits to ecosystem
participants through blockchain technology. The TOROCUS token becomes the
basic token that activates the platform ecosystem and is used within the platform as various means of exchange in the TOROCUS ecosystem including the
following: Game users' purchase of paid content in the TOROCUS Store, settlement to game developers, trading of advanced digital assets, rewards and
events for participating in TOROCUS games, and content purchases and token
transfers through TOROCUS Messenger.
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Application
Developers can utilize Torocus to create a variety of Dapps and customized
wallets. Since Torocus Token can be used to distribute and execute smart contracts, it is possible to develop various types of utility applications.
Core
The core layer includes several modules such as smart contracts, account
management, and consensus. In Torocus, a stack-based virtual machine is
implemented and an optimized instruction set is used. Also, the Torocus consensus mechanism is undergoing many innovations to meet Delegated Proof
of Stake (DPoS) and its unique requirements.
Storage
For the blockchain storage of Torocus, we have chosen to use LevelDB, which
was developed by Google and has proven successful in many companies and
projects. It has very high performance and supports data arrays using fast
algorithms. Torocus also has KhaosDB in full node memory that can store all
chains created within a certain time, allowing Witness to quickly transition from
their active chain to the new main chain.
Application
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4. Torocus Business Model
4-1. TOROCUS Messenger
TOROCUS messenger is designed in consideration of user convenience including not only the exchange of messages such as WhatsApp and Kakaotalk but
also the transfer function of cryptocurrency, P2P coin transaction, and game
item transaction. Torocus cryptocurrency wallet and messenger are automatically linked, and Messenger users can transfer or exchange the cryptocurrency
they have in their cryptocurrency wallet to the other party in the messenger
without a complicated connection procedure.

Cryptocurrency transfer function
The cryptocurrency transmission is carried out by creating a chat room with
the other party and send it using the send button instead of the existing transmission method that requires copying and inputting the other party's complex
address or checking the QR code. It reduces the possibility of error in transfer
and makes transfer possible with a simple method and low transmission fee.
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P2P cryptocurrency transaction function
Cryptocurrency transactions using messengers are initiated by proposing a
transaction by setting the ratio of the cryptocurrency desired to sell to the cryptocurrency desired to buy by the user. Once the counterparty approves the
requested transaction, the transaction is made on the blockchain by a system
implemented as a smart contract. Since the mutual agreement process is
recorded on the blockchain, users can trade with confidence without the risk of
transaction failure.
Game matching function
TOROCUS Messenger provides an easy matching system. It is possible to invite
the TOROCUS game users to the game and match games if they are registered
as messenger friends. Users can enjoy various content provided by TOROCUS
games such as PvP matching and participating in various raids through messenger. This game matching function reflects the recent trend in the game
industry where the community is important, and users can enjoy games while
communicating through messengers. As a result, it will increase dependence
on the platform, which will naturally play a role in activating the platform ecosystem.
P2P game item trading function
We plan to build a system that allows Torocus game users to trade sellable
items acquired in the game in a P2P manner. Users use Torocus tokens to trade
various in-game goods in a P2P manner, and this record is stored in the blockchain to prevent fraudulent transactions. This will contribute to stabilizing the
Torocus ecosystem by expanding token liquidity as well as activating the game
through user-to-user item trading using Torocus tokens, and will play a role in
connecting the virtual economy in the game and the real economy.
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4-2. Torocus Game
TOROCUS builds an ecosystem that connects game companies and users,
games and reality through the combination of games and blockchain technology, stores the value of various in-game goods in the ecosystem, and provides
anti-counterfeiting technology and game-related services (wallet, messenger,
item transaction, payment, etc.) are supported.
Providing a variety of games
TOROCUS will provide games of various genres, from casual games to
MMORPGs. TOROCUS is planning to launch not only self-developed games but
also games of various game developers who want to participate in the platform. We are planning to allow many games to enter the Torocus ecosystem by
minimizing the platform usage fees of developers. In-house development will
also continue to provide an environment where users can experience various
games within the platform.
Preserving the value of the user's in-game goods
There was a serious problem in the existing games that all items or goods in the
game lose their value when the service is terminated. Considering these problems from the user's point of view, Torocus made an effort to solve them and
found the answer in blockchain and connection. Users are given the opportunity to change the value of certain in-game goods acquired in the game into
Torocus tokens in P2P transactions or item stores provided by the Torocus platform. Providing the trading function of goods in the game will play a role in
making users more immersed in the game.
The connection between the virtual economy and the real economy
As mentioned above, selling in-game goods with Torocus tokens means that
the virtual space in the game and reality are connected. If the goods acquired
by users through specific actions are only traded with in-game money, the
goods do not affect the real world, but if the in-game goods are exchanged for
goods in the real world called Torocus Token, the goods can affect the real
economy. In other words, the user's efforts in the game have a real economic
impact. Torocus believes that this connection will change the paradigm of the
future game industry. Through continuous development in the future, we will
create a pathway that connects various virtual worlds and reality.
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4-3. Torocus Wallet
Torocus offers a decentralized cryptocurrency wallet. Torocus cryptocurrency
wallet is an essential element for receiving various event rewards provided by
Torocus, and for payment and trading of Torocus Tokens. When creating a
wallet in Torocus, a private key and a paper key are created, and only the creator can access this information. Torocus wallet is a decentralized cryptocurrency wallet that can be linked with the Torocus messenger, allowing you to store
assets more safely from risks such as server hacking.
Main features of the wallet
- Send and receive assets (user ID, address)
- View wallet history
- Exchange of asset prices and holdings
- P2P trading
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4-4. Toro Pay
ToroPay, in partnership with Nautilus, a leading Fintech company in Korea, integrates various points that are scattered and make them available in ToroPay.
The members of ToroPay can use the ToroPay app to pay for ToroPay P2P,
online/offline merchants, etc., or receive a Torocus Nautilus check card and pay
freely at credit card merchants nationwide.
ToroPay can be charged with Torocus Coin, and ToroPay cards are issued in
partnership with UnionPay. The ToroPay card can be used at domestic credit
card merchants and 170 countries around the world, and cash withdrawals are
also possible through ATM machines.
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5. Torocus Token

1) Roles of Torocus Token
Torocus Token is the fuel to operating the Torocus ecosystem (games, messengers, item transactions, shopping malls, payments, etc.). The ecosystem of
Torocus Token consists of developers, messenger users, game users, shopping
malls, affiliated stores, and advertising companies. Torocus Token has the
same value in the ecosystem and is used as a payment method for all services
connected to the Torocus ecosystem. It can be used at external offline stores
through partnerships.
Currently, Torocos is providing services such as games, payment, and messenger. It not only provides services but has real users who are using it within the
platform. When participating in a game or payment, users have to use Torocus
Token, so it has a built-in value, unlike many non-physical cryptocurrencies.
Also, we plan to create a market focused on real users rather than focusing on
issues of speed and cost so it can be widely used freely based on real content
and the real economy Ultimately, it will develop into a new form of payment
method that goes beyond all methods related to the existing game industry.

TRC-20 based Utility Token
Total Issuance | 9,900,000,000
Symbol | Torocus
Coin Name | Torocus Token

Vision
Form a trustworthy ecosystem for all platform
participants through fair trade. Building a
“horizontal and transparent relationship” between
users and the platform, which is the value and
philosophy of TOROCUS

Company
Issuer | Torocus Holdings co,.Ltd
Representative Service | ToroPay, Messenger,
Game, Wallet
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6. TOROCUS Main-net

TOROCUS has completed its own Main-net with the SymVerse Foundation. The
TOROCUS Main-net is designed based on game theory by the consensus algorithm PoN (including SymSensus technology), and in particular, Mechanism
Design technology is applied using the most important theorem of social
choice theory. According to the roadmap, the development has been completed
in the second quarter of 2022 and beta testing is currently underway.

< TOROCUS Main-net Scanner: https://scan.torocus.io/>

The TOROCUS Main-net is made up of several technical elements. The TOROCUS Main-net is basically based on the Evolutionary Functional Distributed
Network (EFDN), and uses the Proof of Network (PoN) consensus algorithm.
Especially, TOROCUS identification technology (TOROCUS ID, TID) is used to
ensure authentication, verification, transaction, recording, and reliability of
credentials. And in this TOROCUS Main-net ecosystem, anyone can easily issue,
distribute, and manage various TCT (TOROCUS Contract Template) tokens.
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1. EFDN (Evolutionary Functional Distributive Network)
TOROCUS blockchain is based on the EFDN (Evolutionary Functional Distributive
Network) which is a forward-looking evolutionary functional distributive network. EFDN achieves blockchain consumers and suppliers work together to
build a distributed P2P network, with the following:
• Nodes are incentivized to stay switched on perform work on behalf of the network;
• Early detection of malevolent or dysfunctional nodes;
• Organization of nodes according to functions for improved network speed
and scalability;
• Process management of consensus, load balancing, transaction aggregation
(for block production); and
• Development of useful and forward-looking services, such as file sharing,
messaging and so on.
1) Composition of EFDN
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TOROCUS blockchain is composed of Wallet Node, Work Node, Warrant Node
and Citizen Alliance (CA) Node.
Each node maintains the blockchain ecosystem by interlocking with each other
as shown in the figure below.
• CA (Citizen Alliance) Node operates as Client / Server Model and manages TID
and Account of blockchain participants. The operation of a CA operates within
the legal framework of the national government and is selected by the TOROCUS Foundation.
• The Wallet Node can be installed and used on any mobile phone or PC by
anyone who wants to trade using the blockchain. It mainly plays a role of issuing TID by communicating with CA and creating transaction and delivering it to
Work Node.
• Work (light) Nodes are used when small groups are formed at home or in
groups and want to participate in the blockchain. By registering and using an
individual wallet node in a work (light) node operated by a group, the contribution of the work node can be rewarded.
• The Work (full) Node is used to monitor the blockchain or to participate in the
Warrant Node. For example, a game company that has a large number of
members can receive a lot of contribution rewards by distributing the TOROCUS
Wallet to the game users and registering them in the work node operated by
the game company.
• The Work (scan) Node provides a service to record and retrieve all data on the
blockchain, such as transaction details, reservation transaction details, smart
contract details, guarantee node selection details, and contribution compensation details.
• The Warrant Node is operated with 25 nodes in total and the main role is to
create blocks through consensus. Any company or individual with network service experience can participate in the Warrant Node and receive rewards from
the Warrant Node.
2) Working Mechanism of EFDN - PoN(Proof of Network)
Proof of Network (PoN) is the working mechanism of EFDN. The PoN provides the
following 5 step mechanism.
• The work of the wallet nodes as consumers to process transactions and activate the network through the Work Node.
• Examination of conditions for Work Nodes to participate in Block Proposal
Group (B) among Warrant Nodes (Automatic BMT/Benchmarking Test)
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• Node election process included in veto group (A) among Warrant Nodes
• Process of creating a new block by agreement between block proposal group
(B) and veto group (A) (SymSensus)
• It includes detailed EFDN operation principles, such as a coin distribution
(SymReward), which is supplied once a day after the consensus process is
completed.
(1) Transaction processing
Wallet Node with TID (Torocus ID) processes transactions through Work Node
connected with Blockchain. The Work Node list is updated from time to time,
and the Wallet Node connects to three Work Nodes to process transactions. If a
connection is not made to a specific work node, another work node is selected.
Work Node delivers Transaction to other Work Node and Warrant Node using
P2P Protocol. Transactions that occur in the Wallet Node are recorded in the
new block as a result of the agreement process between the Warrant Nodes,
and the new block is permanently connected to the existing block.
(2) Network activation through contributing process
The Warrant Node classifies and manages TOROCUS holdings for all accounts,
transaction fees, TOROCUS usage, the number of times the settlement process
participates, and the intention to participate in the settlement.
Work Nodes wishing to participate in the new block creation agreement will be
able to participate in the agreement once they have expressed their intention
to participate in the Warrant Node and selected via Automatic BMT.
All nodes participate in the new coin(token) generation agreement process,
and all activities on the blockchain, such as transaction creation, transfer, and
block generation, operate as elements of the new coin(token) generation
agreement process. The Warrant Node pays new coins(token) as rewards to
nodes that contribute to the new coin generation agreement.
2. TOROCUS Decentralized Identity Technology (TID)
TID (based on SymID of SymVerse Foundation), one of the core technologies of
TOROCUS blockchain is a self-sovereign, digital ID-based technology that relies
on authentication, verification, transactions, records, and credentials.
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1) Introduction of TOROCUS ID (TID)
By issuing personal information via TOROCUS DID Technology (TOROCUS Identity, TID), the data gets automatically recorded on the blockchain. This allows for
the ID users and issuers to be securely exchanged due to a provable security of
cryptographic proofs, ensures high reliability and transparency compared to
the existing ID management system, avoid single point failure problem, and
provide a convenient and private identity verification without revealing users’
personal data. Moreover, storage capacity can be greatly reduced because
the public key is not stored as an account like the existing blockchains.
By allowing the service providers have options to provide anonymity and/or
real-name system (KYC, AML), it both contains the characteristics of the permissioned and permissionless block-chain. TID also supports verification of
ownership in case of loss or theft of private keys, by verifying the records in the
transaction history with the corresponding TID. (Not available in the current
version)
It is designed for any ID-based IT enterprises to easily implement blockchain
functions to their service systems and evolve into Fractal Network in the coming
future.
2) TID Characteristics
TID covers various subjects such as DID, SSI (self-sovereign), Zero-Knowledge
Proof, and has the following characteristics.
• Existence: Prove user’s identity.
• Decentralization: Addresses the single point of failure problem by decentralized identifier (DID) identity management.
• Self-Sovereignty: Allows users to take control and ‘own’ f their personal information.
• Privacy: Provides access to services without revealing personal information
and/or only selective and relevant information when needed.
• Security: Provide a provable security to owners, issuers and verifiers based on
cryptographic proofs.
• Interoperability: Provides a solid foundation for ID-based systems on-ramping
onto the blockchain network and allows for interoperability among different
participants in the TOROCUS Blockchain.
• Portability: It can be used in any system that supports TID using TOROCUS
Wallet.
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• Simplicity: With just 10 Bytes, you can manage user information on various
account information, verification and transaction history
• Extensibility: Fractal Network, one of the core technologies of TOROCUS Blockchain, enables communication with other network participants.
• Protection: Protect each other's rights when there are contentions between
participants using TID.
• Persistence: It can be used permanently.
• Trusted Network: Supports PKI-based trusted network configuration between
TID users.
• KYC, AML: To prevent fraudulent transactions by securing user credibility.
• Anonymity: Anonymity: Participants (service providers and users) can ensure
anonymity.
• Credential: Deals with the identification and credentials of the user and provides information for the service provider to determine the user's credentials
(adult certification, driver's license, graduation certificate, etc.)
• Stamp: Removes personal data from credentials and determine only for eligibility.
3) TID Format
Each user gets one Citizen ID and it can issue numerous Accounts. Therefore,
“User: Citizen ID: TID = 1 : 1 : N”.
TID contains the user's Account information, so it can be used as an account
number when performing transactions. In general, users do not have to worry
about details and only need to manage TID. TID is issued with an Account, and
TID and Account are composed of the items in the following table.
(1)TID (DID)

Field
sub-field
Size
Version
2 bits
Citizen ID
CA ID
14 bits
Random

SeqNum
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Explanation
Version number
Issuer identification code
6 Bytes
User identification code
2 Bytes Account sequential number

(2) Account (Document)

Field
Size
Explanation
PubKeyHash
20 Bytes
Public-Key hash
Role
2 Bytes
Role and purpose of TID
Verification Flag 2 Bytes
Issuer verification strength
State
1 Byte
TID Status
Credit
1 Byte Block-Chain external credit rating
Country
1 Byte
Country code
Ref. code
4 Bytes
Issuer reference code
Issued
7 Bytes
Date issued
Example of TID’s structure

Master CA’s 1st Account
0x0001 000000000001 0002
Master CA’s 2nd Account
0x0001 000000000001 0003
Oracle
0x0001 000000000002 0002
Reward
0x0001 000000000003 0002
1st CA’s 1st Account
0x0002 000000000001 0002
1st CA’s 2nd Account
0x0002 000000000001 0003
1st CA’s 1st User’s 1st Account 0x0002 XXXXXXXXXXXX 0002
1st CA’s 1st User’s 2nd Account 0x0002 XXXXXXXXXXXX 0003
1st CA’s 2nd User’s 1st Account 0x0002 YYYYYYYYYYYY 0002
4) System configuration
All participants using TOROCUS Block-Chain must have TID, and systems using
TID is divided into issuer (CA), user, TID ledger, and personal information data
repository, as shown below.
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• User: In order to access Block-Chain, the issuer needs to be issued a TID. Users
can be classified as follows according to their role.
o Service consumer: Users requesting access to services from service providers
via TID.
o Service provider: Verifies whether to grant the service by verifying the TID of
the submitted information by the user and provides the service when verification is complete.
• Issuer: The issuer is divided into 'Root Issuer' (Master CA) and 'General Issuer'
(CA). The 'Root Issuer' checks the qualification of the general issuer and records
the TID of the general issuer in the TID ledger'. 'General Issuer' is divided into
Trusted, Public, and Anonymous issuers depending on the strength of user's
verification identity and the anonymity guarantee.
o Trusted Issuer: Issuing TID that can be used to provide services to citizens of a
specific country and/or to provide services that may be of concern to age or
tax evasion.
o issuer: Issue TID that can be used to provide services when it is difficult to
identify an individual.
o Anonymous issuer: Issue TID that can be used to provide services that guarantee anonymity.

The above figure is a diagram in which various kinds of TIDs are issued depending on the identity verification strength and anonymity guarantee by the participation of multiple issuers.
• TID ledger: Refers to a Citizen-Block that is added to the blockchain to record
and verify the user's or issuer's TID information. User identification of all transactions is made with TID. On the other hand, Main-Block is a block that stores
transaction details.
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• Privacy Repository: It is a separate repository apart from the distributed network that stores personal information provided by the user used when issuing
TID.
5) Services using TID
• Trusted service
In case of services when dealing with citizens of a certain country and/or in
instances where age, tax, etc., related issues can arise, such service may be
provided only to the user 100a (see above diagram), whose TID is issued by the
trusted issuer, 200a. You can track and verify the usage history via Block-Chain,
which includes TID. Therefore, in the event of conflict resolutions among participants, each right can be protected more transparently.
• Public service
The public issuer 200b may check only the bare minimum information that is
difficult to identify an individual, such as an e-mail and tracks and verifies
usage history via block-chain that is tied to TID.
• Anonymous service
The anonymous issuer 200c issues TID without requiring any personal information from the user. By ensuring anonymity, participants have more free economic activities and expressions.
3. TCT (TOROCUS Contract Template) Token issuing Technology
Currently, the TOROCUS token is issued as a Tron-based TRC20, but it will be
converted into a TOROCUS Main-net Coin after the TOROCUS Main-net stabilizes. It is also designed to make it easy for anyone to issue, distribute, and
manage various TCT (TOROCUS Contract Template) tokens in the TOROCUS
Main-net ecosystem.
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1) TCT Types
• TCT20, TCT21 (ERC20 like)
o Tradeable tokens, utility tokens, digital currency, ICO, IEO
• TCT30 (ETC721 like)
o Represent ownership of digital or physical assets
o Physical properties (housing, unique illustrations, art, etc.)
o Non-fungible tokens (i.e Cryptokitties, game items, etc.)
o Assets (loans, repayment burdens and other liabilities)
• TCT40 (Process contracts in the form of coupons)
o Create and manage coupon agreements
o Create and manage individual coupons
o Input conditions (i.e. expiration date) when issuing coupons
o Coupons, discount coupons, accommodation coupons, ect.
Type
TCT21

Function

Create SCT21 contract

TCT21_TRANSFER

Token transfer

TCT21_TRANSFER_FROM

Token delegation transfer

TCT21_APPROVE

Token delegation

TCT21_DECREASE_ALLOWANCE

Revoke token delegation

TCT21_MINT

Issue additional token

TCT21_BURN

Token burn

TCT21_PAUSE

Contract suspension

TCT21_UNPAUSE

Resume suspended contract

TCT21_TRANSFER_OWNER

Change owner

TCT21_LOCK_TRANSFER

Locked token transfer

TCT21_UNLOCK_AMOUNT

Token unlocked

TCT21_RESTORE_LOCK_AMOUNT

Recall sent token (locked)

TCT21_ADD_LOCK_AMOUNT

Add lock amount

TCT21_SUB_LOCK_AMOUNT

Recall locked amount

TCT21_ACCOUNT_LOCK

Account lockout

TCT21_ACCOUNT_UNLOCK

Account unlock

Type
TCT40
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Explanation

TCT21_CREATE

Function

Explanation

TCT40_CREATE

Create SCT40 Contract

TCT40_CREATE_COUPON

Create SCT40 Item

TCT40_TRANSFER

Item transfer

TCT40_TRANSFER_FROM

Transfer delegated item

TCT40_APPROVE

Item delegation

TCT40_COUPON_USE

Item use processing

TCT40_COUPON_PAUSE

Pause Item

TCT40_COUPON_UNPAUSE

Resume paused item

TCT40_TRANSFER_OWNER

change owner

7. TOROCUS Main-net based
Dapp Platfrom (TOROStore)
With the completion of the Main-net, various games that run in the TOROCUS
ecosystem will be implemented in the form of Dapp. We are currently developing the Dapp service platform that can integrate Dapps such as games. Through
a technical agreement with the SymVerse Foundation, the platform will be
released in the third quarter of 2022 by applying technologies such as
Main-net technology, DID identity authentication, and game token issuance.
Several TOROCUS games already released will also be configured to be powered by the TOROCUS Main-net as soon as the Dapp service platform is completed.
1. TOROCUS Decentralized Wallet
1) TOROCUS Decentralized Wallet Overview
In addition to the TOROCUS Wallet that is already in use, we are integrating a
decentralized wallet that is also available on the TOROCUS Main-net. The
TOROCUS Decentralized Wallet is currently used as a wallet with identification
technology (DID) in conjunction with the Sallt wallet, a distributed integrated
wallet developed by SymVerse through a technical agreement with SymVerse
Foundation.
In the future, it will be integrated with the existing TOROCUS wallet, and it will
be finally integrated after completing the platform stability test through the
connection with the Sallt wallet.

< Decentralized Wallet with Decentralized Identity (Sallt Wallet)>
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2) Download TOROCUS Decentralized Wallet

For convenience, TOROCUS Decentralized Wallet has adopted a web-style
access method (http://coupon.wisem.com/)) and the Sallt wallet access at
the same time, and the Sallt wallet can be downloaded in all four OSes via the
link below.

- Android: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.wisem.universal_symwallet.universal_sym_wallet
- IOS: https://apps.apple.com/app/id1582434045
- MacOS: https://download.symverse.com/desktop/Sallt_1.0.2205061+30.dmg
- Windows: https://download.symverse.com/desktop/Sallt_Installer_1.0.2205061+30.7z
2. Dapp Service Platform (TOROStore)
We are currently developing the Dapp service platform (TOROStore) that can
integrate Dapps such as games and other Dapps. Through a technical agreement with the SymVerse Foundation, the platform will be released by applying
technologies such as Main-net technology, DID identity authentication, and
game token issuance. The Dapp service platform is being developed in three
categories: the Dapp service platform page, the Dapp service platform Management tool, and the Dapp service platform developing tool, and the development will be completed in the third quarter of 2022.
Several TOROCUS games already released will also be configured to be powered by the TOROCUS Main-net as soon as the Dapp service platform is completed.
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1) TOROCUS Dapp Service Platform Page

< Dapp Service Platform Web Page Development Storyboard >

We are developing a Dapp service platform web page that users can access
conveniently. We will provide functions such as providing a DID login with a
wallet, providing a developer/administrator page, and adding various Dapps
through a web page.
From the perspective of Dapp users, the following functions are provided in
detail.
• To choose categories

• To choose a Dapp you want within the category

• To provide Dapp description, statistics, and access to SNS
• To access via link to Dapp service page
• To mark ratings for Dapps

• To login via DID wallet from the Dapp serve webpage.
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2) Dapp Service Platform Management Tool
The following functions are provided in detail to the administrator of the Dapp
service platform.
• DID Login with Decentralized Wallet.
• Administrator page where you can manage the Dapp.
• Dapp registration authority to Dapp developers.
• Management for the Dapp list.
• Integration of statistics values in Dapps.
3) Dapp service platform developing tool

< BBP Management Capture screen >

The following functions are provided in detail to the developers of the Dapp
service platform.
• DID login with a fully distributed wallet.
• Developer permissions on the DID Mypage.
• Link to the Dapp registration page.
• Enter/Edit information such as logo, category, outline, SNS, etc. for registration/modification of Dapps.
• Token management page (BBP Management).
• Token issuance and management pages.
- To ssue and manage game tokens
-To integrate Game Token Wallet
-To provide DID wallet login API
-To Provide an API for integration between wallets and games.
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8. Components of Torocus Protocol

1) Holistic Overview

TOROCUS
TOKEN

TORO PAY

TOROCUS
MESSENGER

TOROCUS
WALLET

OFF BLOCKCHAIN
TOROCUS

TOROCUS

Payment Register API

Wallet API

ON BLOCKCHAIN
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TOROCUS

TOROCUS

Payment Database

Smart Contract

2) Torocus Messenger

TOROCUS
MESSENGER
Advertising
& Promotions

Advertising
Impressions

TOROCUS GAME

real-time matching
support

USERS

P2P trading support

Biding ADs

Promtions

Communication

Torocus Transaction

Rewards&Paybacks

TOROCUS PROJECT

USERS
Campaigns
& Communication

3) Torocus Game

TOROCOS GAME
Torocus
rewards

ecosystem
participation and
activation

ecosystem
participation and
activation

Torocus
rewards

real-time matching
system

User

Users
P2P item trading
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4) Toro Pay

TORO PAY
Order & Pay
Data Transactions

Advertising
& Promotions

Order & Pay
Data Transactions

Order & Pay
Completion
Data Transactions
Reward Back to Users

Visitors Order&Pay
with ToroPay

Partnership Stores

ToroPay Users
Reward Back
to Users
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9. Roadmap
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10. Torocus Partner
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11. Disclaimers
This whitepaper is for general information purposes only in relation to the
TOROCUS project and the information herein is current as of the date on the
cover page. This white paper is a continuous work in progress and subject to
review and revision. We reserve the right to update the white paper at any time.
The goals set forth in this whitepaper are not guaranteed to be achieved or
finalize in the specified desired result. Absolutely no future plans, goals, etc. outlined in this document for the TOROCUS project should not be regarded as fact.
Participation in a token sale can be highly speculative and risks include total
loss. A prospective purchaser should thoroughly review the token sale memorandum and carefully consider all the risks involved. This whitepaper does not
constitute the offering of a security. In many regions, token sales are still highly
scrutinized and regulations are still not fully established. Furthermore, some
entities view that token sales may qualify as a sale of investment contracts.
This white paper is not in any way a recommendation to purchase Torocus
tokens. There is a significant risk of participation in the purchase of Torocus
tokens and thorough consultation with legal and tax experts should be done
beforehand, as regulations regarding crypto currencies are constantly changing around the world. This whitepaper or any part hereof may not be reproduced, distributed or otherwise disseminated in any jurisdiction without explicit
consent. The distribution or dissemination of this white paper or any part thereof may be prohibited or restricted by the laws or regulatory requirements of any
jurisdiction. In the case where any restriction applies, you should obtain legal
advice on any restriction which is applicable to your possession of this white
paper or such part thereof (as the case may be) at your own expense. Persons
to whom a copy of this white paper has been distributed or disseminated, provided access to or who otherwise have the white paper in their possession shall
not circulate it to any other persons, reproduce or otherwise distribute this
white paper or any information contained herein for any purpose whatsoever
not permit or cause the same to occur. No regulatory authority has reviewed,
examined or approved of any of the information set out in this white paper. No
such action has been or will be taken in any jurisdiction. The original version of
this whitepaper is in English. Any discrepancies in translated versions will refer
to the English language version, which serves as a precedence.
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